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Savor the intoxicating history of  Rhode Island beer 

Rhode Island may be the smallest state, but its brewing history packs a mighty punch. In the 

1600s, Sergeant William Baulston opened up his public house in Providence, providing New 

Englanders with one of the first spots to imbibe homebrewed beer. Prohibition sank many operations, 

but Narragansett Brewery reemerged and continues to serve its signature lager. Today’s growing 

number of craft brewers, including Foolproof and Grey Sail, are claiming Little Rhody for the beer 

renaissance. With a sudsy spirit of adventure and even some beer-infused recipes, the ladies behind 

TwoGirlsOneBeer.com present the rich, proud story of brewing in the Ocean State.
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Started in 2011, twogirlsonebeer.com is a blog all about the New England beer scene—from beer reviews and in-depth looks 

at new breweries to bar guides and food pairings. The blog strives to bring a unique perspective to the beer blogging community 

through personal anecdotes and dual viewpoints.
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